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Abstract

This paper reviews the key factors driving the Independent Core Observer Model Cognitive Architecture for Artificial General Intelligence specific to modeling emotions used to drive motivational and decision making processes in humans; as it relates to or inspires the ICOM motivational systems. Emotions in ICOM are key elements of the ability to be self-motivating and make decisions. Behavioral tuning research case work around motivations in ICOM, as seen in the series 4 ICOM Isolation Studies designed to validate the series 4 model versus series 3 model and used to benchmark as well as tune the ICOM emotional processing core, are presented. Detailed is the reasoning for emotions in ICOM as used as a method of tagging ideas, concepts, and experiences for evaluation. Such emotions are the driving force behind the ICOM system’s subjective experiences.
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1 Introduction

The Independent Core Observer Model (ICOM) research program was really developed out of a desire to focus on areas of research related to AGI [10] that had not been as widely researched as other areas. This eventually led to a focus on a system for artificial intelligence [9] that had the ability to have subjective experiences [25] and produce self-motivation driven by emotions. Such systems needed to be more robust then current self-motivating theory such as MicroPsi [21] to also include the internal emotional subjective experience along with retrospective behavior; where something like MicroPsi comes close in many ways however it falls short. ICOM in some ways is inspired by MicroPsi and builds on some key concepts in MicroPsi architecture. Designing such an emotion based system exactly like the human mind is not plausible given our current abilities; so instead of a bottom up approach to reverse engineering the human mind, which is better left to other teams, we approached the problem based on a logical approach to the effect of a system that has a subjective experience emotionally and was self-motivating and not dependent on any given substrate such as the biological human brain. In this case, I'll articulate the reason for emotions being key to the key concepts behind ICOM and how the ICOM system of emotional behavior is tuned in the most recent study completed by the team, being the Isolation Studies, creating the baseline for ICOM system behavior and conditioning.

Let us start with evidence that emotions are key to the human mind’s ability to make decisions.
2 Humans, Emotions and our ability to make choices

Imagine a human that has a brain injury, through shoving a bit of rebar steel through his head but managed to survive with most of their intelligence intact. The one major issue is he loses his ability to feel emotions and further his inability to make decisions. This is in fact a true story from the 19th century. [1]

Another example is a patient with similar brain damage that had driven to the hospital on icy roads in terrible conditions; where he recounted his experiences en route logically and dispassionately, describing how he had avoided accidents by calmly applying the rules for driving on ice, while others about him were panicking and skidding and slamming on the brakes. Yet, when he had to decide between two dates for his next appointment, he spent half an hour listing the advantages and disadvantages for each of the proposed dates, until at last, in desperation he was told which date to come, whereupon the man thanked him, put away his diary, and left. [1]

Much of the research by neuroscientist Antonio Damasio documents many such cases in which the patient could not feel emotions and they lacked the ability to make decisions. [2] This brings us to the conclusions that, at least in humans, it appears that decisions are emotional driven and not logical per say at their root. Emotions are required to assign value [26] in the human mind therefore, if we are building a system that we want to behave like the human mind, we must include a structure like this that allows such ‘emotional’ value to be assigned. This conclusion led us to focus on emotional computational system capable of these subjective emotional states as a methodology for assigning value, making choices and being self-motivating.

3 Need for Emotions in Computing

M. Sellers noted in his paper on “Toward a Comprehensive Theory of Emotions for Biological and Artificial Agents” [3] that there is a need for emotions in computing and by extension Artificial Intelligence. To then build a system like this we designed a theoretical cognitive architecture [11] that would have an emotional model and decision making system at its core that would model logically the subjective experience, emotionally, of a human mind. Such systems are not without precedent as is the case in systems like MoNAD’s [17] or the aforementioned Seller’s [3] paper where the need is for emotions to help drive that self-evolving subjective experience.

For modeling that internal subjective experience we then turned to softer sciences, in particular clinical psychology, instead of systems as might be articulated by empirical psychologists which might use ANOVA (variance analysis), or factor analysis to model emotions that are focused on biology [4]. While these other models maybe be more measured in how they model elements of the biological implementation of emotions in the human mind at the biological level, we wanted to focus ICOM research solely from a logical standpoint so we turned towards the softer or clinical side of psychology were we looked at a number of systems. Our research is focused on ‘how’ of the logical modeling of those emotions or ‘feelings’. The initial system we looked at was the Wilcox model [5] for human emotions but this turned out to be too cumbersome when there are systems like Plutchik [6] that are even simpler but still support a full range of human emotions.

It is ironic to note that Plutchik said that you couldn't model emotions mathematically; however, by reversing [7] the Plutchik model, it seems simple enough in the form of floating point decimal values where one value for each element of the Plutchik model can represent a given emotional state for each required valance and where combinations represent complex emotional states. In ICOM we decided that we would have a conscious and subconscious model representing that internal subjective emotional conditions and then ideas being represented as context trees or ‘node’ maps with emotional values associated with them based on various factors provided by the system. These node maps are essentially similar to hierarchical temporal memory [19] structures used to represent virtually everything in the ICOM architecture. ICOM also uses such trees in ideal modeling and as classification and regression trees [20] however that is outside the scope of this work.

Admittedly, this does get to a common problem called the Symbol Grounding problem [8] and while we might use 'names' to represent this item for human programmers, that internal meaning is only implied and enforced by the relationship of elements to other emotional values and each other and the emotional matrix used to apply those emotional relationships. At least in ICOM, ‘name’ values don't mean anything but the emotional values are enforced by the system matrix and relationships and nothing more.
4 System Self Awareness

The Independent Core Observer Model architecture contends that consciousness [12] is a high level abstraction. And further, that consciousness is based on emotional context assignments evaluated based on other emotions related to the context of any given input or internal topic where the system is aware of this state in relationship to itself. These evaluations are related to needs and other emotional valences such as interests which are themselves emotions and used as the basis for 'value'; which drives interest and action which, in turn, creates the emergent [13] effect of a conscious mind. The largest complexity of the system is the abstracted subconscious and related system processing executing on the nuanced details of any physical action without the conscious mind dealing with direct details. Our ability to do this kind of decomposition is already approaching mastery in terms of the state of the art in technology to generate context from data [14]; or at least we are far enough along to know we have effectively solved the problem if not having it completely mastered it at this time.

A scientist studying the human mind suggests that consciousness is likely an emergent phenomenon. In other words, she is suggesting that, when we figure it out, we will likely find it to be an emergent quality of certain kinds of systems that occur under certain circumstances. [15] This particular system creates consciousness by design of the system.

It is really incorrect to say that consciousness in ICOM is an 'emergent phenomenon' in any way [16] even though colloquially we frequently use the term to explain ICOM but really, to be more precise, this is not the fact of the matter.

In ICOM consciousness is by design. The core engine itself is designed to processes the data in such a way as to produce awareness which is not even the most complex part of the system nor is it causing self-awareness really just be processing data but it's the way it does that emotional processing that is designed to interact with the rest of the system to create that abstracted awareness.

In future research ICOM will need to tackle subjective experience or 'consciousness' in a more controlled way that we can measure; where something like H. Porters work on Assessment of AI Consciousness [22] will need to be used to more objectively measure that work. Porters proposal itself is somewhat subjective and therefore will need to be baked out more to be less subjective so it can be used to measure consciousness in more detail without as much 'subjectivity'.

Given this architecture, how do we get it to do something specific? We do this by biasing.

5 Application Biasing

ICOM is a general high level approach to overall artificial general intelligence. That being said, an AGI, by the fact that it is an ‘AGI’, should in theory be able to do any given task. Even before such a system has attained ‘self-awareness’, you should be able to train the system around certain tasks [17]. This is called biasing to a given application for usage of a specific ICOM instance.

By associating input or context with pleasure or other positive emotional stimulation, you can use those as a basis for the system to select certain actions. By limiting the action collection to what is possible in the given application and allowing the system to create and try various combinations of these actions, you essentially end up with an evolutionary algorithmic system for accomplishing tasks based on the amount of pleasure the system gains or, based on the system biases as might be currently present. Additionally, by conditioning, you can manipulate core context in ICOM to create a better emotional environment for the conditioning of a certain set of tasks you might want in an instance you are training.

In the training, or attempted biasing, keep in mind that personality or individual traits can develop in an implementation using ICOM if it’s allowed to store context as it is processed. Part of understanding that process in this research program has been something called the Isolation Study or studies which have been designed to allow us to see how the system behaves emotionally under the application of traumatic negative input.
6 The Isolation Study

The ICOM team has done 2 sets of isolation studies. We broke out the sets of experiments by the version of the core ICOM being used. At the time of this paper we are working with what we call the series 4 research [24]. The isolation study was first done with the series 3 [23] version of the core which used a simpler emotional model but focused on a build out around the Wilcox system and subsequently we moved to Plutchik as a basis for the core emotional models as we get the complexity of or the emotional landscape of the human mind as articulated by Plutchik without the computational overhead that the Wilcox models [5] produce. The full Plutchik version is the series 4 and we conducted the isolation study again with the series 4 as a comparative analysis.

As a side note, the series 4 version of the ICOM core is the first version able to have subjective experience and emotional landscape at the same complexity observed in humans.

In the series 3 isolation study we found that when the system was provided with input and after a time cut off and then provided input that it would perceive as 'pain' the system consciously reacted as expected but subconsciously seemed to enjoy the pain. After this series three experiment we actually spent 6 weeks working out the math by hand to-do the series 3 isolation study on paper to identify what was going on. In this original study, we ended up pulling in a lot of outside experts in psychology to help with that evaluation. The conclusion being that the system would rather have input then no input; so even if that input is negative, it is better than being cut off and alone based on how the ICOM model works.

The reason the isolation study is important is that it helps us tune the core matrix or learn how to bias the system to behave within human norms. Based on how ICOM works it can theoretically be unstable or mentally ill in terms of getting key emotional floating point values used in the matrix so far off that system responses are 'abnormal' by human standards. Given that key need to understand the effects of the various kinds of biasing in emotional responses, the isolation study currently is one of the best tools we have had for tuning the ICOM system.

In the series 4 Isolation study, which is relying entirely on a complex model based on Plutchik, we ended up running 3.15 million cycles or 'context' trees through the series 4 core conducting 40 separate cataloged experiment's which was split between 20 sets of control groups using random context trees and 10 sets of tests using random sets with isolation and 10 sets with sensory input (as opposed to random input) with isolation input. While the internal subjective experiences in ICOM are modeled with internal Plutchik model's the 2 sets of isolations study experiments compared to the control groups allowed us to see the system responded in like manor to the series 3 study but with a 'subjective' experience twice as complex.

7 Summary

The series 4 isolation studies showed that the series 4, while more complex did exhibit, what had appeared unusual results as seen in the series 3 work, but what should have been expected. This research helped tune the ICOM system to within human norm’s in terms of emotional evaluation of input. These kinds of experiments and understanding their implication and implementation effects on AGI systems is core to our ability to bias systems to preform or behave a certain way.

In this way, we reviewed the key factors driving the Independent Core Observer Model Cognitive Architecture specific to emotions used to drive motivational and decision making processes like humans as it relates to or inspires the ICOM motivational systems. In ICOM emotions are key elements of the ability to be self-motivating. We also reviewed case work around motivations in ICOM as seen in the series 4 ICOM Isolation Studies showing how the system emotionally behaved.

The series 4 isolation study sets the stage for additional research into tuning the working ICOM AGI Core to within human behavior norms in future studies such as the current human vs ICOM sentiment study using basic English.
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